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The spread of Covid-19 has constituted the biggest economic, social and financial 

challenge worldwide. All economic sectors had been impacted by shutdowns, and 

therefore all countries of the world had to undertake economic, financial and 

social restructuring.  

The Covid-19 pandemic has led to catastrophic humanitarian repercussions on 

countries experiencing armed conflicts, political instability and poor 

infrastructure. It is difficult for governments, specifically those of impoverished 

countries, to secure a form of subsidy that contributes to improving living 

conditions of citizens in their respective territory. Next to maximizing public 

spending, the pandemic increased unemployment rates and the need for 

government subsidy to make up for losses of the public and private sectors in the 

wake of declining state economies, which experienced severe shrinkage amid 

proliferation of the pandemic.  
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Al-Amal Microfinance Bank (AMB) is an additional and important tributary to the 

banking industry in Yemen. Besides being one of the key financial institutions 

that work towards increasing financial inclusion, AMB contributes to boosting 

income of the poor, and creating an economic and social environment that helps 

alleviate poverty and unemployment. Considered to be a parallel entity 

complementing the role of financial and banking institutions, AMB shares 

responsibility towards community members who need support to exercise 

lucrative businesses that guarantee them minimum subsistence level.  

With the appearance of the first Covid-19 case in Yemen, AMB worked on 

bringing solutions to curb proliferation of the virus among clients and improve 

standards of living for the poor and limited income populations who had been 

directly or indirectly impacted by the pandemic, taking into account their 

economic hardship and struggle to secure consumables.    

To overcome challenges associated with the Coronavirus pandemic, AMB 

shifted for digital transformation for development of financial services on cell 

phone apps via Mobile Banking (PYes App) in conjunct with global shift for online 

banking services. In this regard, AMB created a package of online financial 

services on PYes App, which includes access to electronic loan and renewal, 

online repayment of installment loans and management of current accounts, 

which were merged with online accounts though Al-Amal Mobily. In addition, 

AMB package of mobile banking services enable donor organizations that 

provide cash transfer projects and legal entities to run their own current 

accounts and browse reports online via Al Amal Web App.  

In the short and medium terms, AMB has a plan for mobile banking services 

(PYes App) to be a primary medium for provision of all banking and financial 

services to clients as part of “Al-Amal Online Banking”.  Accordingly, all AMB 

services will be more accessible to SME entrepreneurs who can access banking 

services on cellphone, thereby saving time and effort and reducing cost to a 

minimum.  
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Explain the great and significant role AMB online services played amid the 

Corona pandemic, as briefly described below:  

▪ Strengthen public safety measures in response to contemporary 

requirements of the period, including the creation of online portfolios to 

make use of online payment services on cellphone.  

▪ Promote E-Money uses in a way consistent with clients’ needs and reduce 

use of cash during this period in particular, thereby ensuring protection of 

impoverished groups that are most vulnerable to the pandemic in Yemen.  

▪ Reach disadvantaged groups in need of banking services, notably in rural 

areas and remove villages where households are deprived of financial 

services.  

▪ Pursue special awareness and promotional policies and provide financial 

services that enable vulnerable populations to make use of mobile banking 

services, thus boosting household incomes and reducing poverty and 

unemployment.  

▪ Contribute to increasing financial inclusion to an extent fostering economic 

growth in the country.  

Emergency Social Transfers Project  

In response to the difficult humanitarian situation Yemen has been 

experiencing since 2011 events, AMB developed this service as a tool enabling 

donors to deliver financial and non-financial entitlements to eligible 

beneficiaries in urban and rural areas with the aim of: 

1. Minimizing the cost on beneficiaries and protecting them from risks 

associated with travel to the cities to pick up their entitlements amid 
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volatile security conditions by means of distributing cash via field / 

outreach payment teams.  

2. Providing a distinctive service to the donors, which is perceived as being 

safe, quick and reliable.  

3. Protecting beneficiaries from the Coronavirus and enabling them to 

apply correct [precautionary] measures amid the pandemic, which 

requires a high level of vigilance.  

AMB Methodologies in Distribution of Emergency Social Transfers  

1. Cash Distribution by Fixed Payment Sites 

They include AMB branches and agents that serve as points of sale (POS) in 

districts and sub-districts countrywide. A total of 1,800,255 beneficiaries have 

been served by 3,822 POS between January and December 2020. Cash 

distribution through fixed payment sites uses an app designated for payment 

of cash transfers.  

2. Cash Distribution by Mobile Teams  

These are temporary POS of distribution of cash transfers in districts and sub-

districts that do not have fixed payment sites or in communities that are far from 

fixed payment sites. The Bank has a total of 600 field teams countrywide. 

Distributing cash transfers in different target districts, these teams include 

women staff, who help serve women beneficiaries and maintain privacy of 

women, which is a requirement in Yemeni society. A total of 768,585 

beneficiaries have been served by field teams between January and December 

2020. They have an app on cellphones and tablet devices, which they use for 

distribution of cash to individual beneficiaries.  
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3. Door to Door Payment  

As part of AMB social responsibility, outreach payment teams deliver financial 

entitlements to special cases of beneficiaries, including elderly and disabled 

people, retirees and people with illness who are unable to go to fixed payment 

sites or field teams [temporary sites] in their respective districts. Outreach 

payment teams go to the house of a beneficiary who is unable to pick up his/her 

entitlements from fixed payment sites or field teams. Between January and 

December 2020 (amid the Covid-19 pandemic), a total of 15,694 beneficiaries 

have been served by outreach payment teams, which use an app installed on 

cellphones and tablet devices.  

Social transfer projects AMB implemented during the Coronavirus pandemic 

faced multiple challenges and difficulties, which have, for the most part, 

represented an impediment to smooth implementation of activities. 

Nonetheless, the Bank took a series of appropriate measures to overcome those 

challenges, and assumed large costs in a spirit of social responsibility towards 

the wellbeing and safety of beneficiaries. The following table briefly describes 

the challenges faced, and measures and solutions applied by the Bank:  

No. Challenges Solutions 

1 Delivery of disinfectants 

to payment sites 

countrywide amid 

volatile security 

conditions, notably in 

conflict zones.  

- Hired private cargo firms to deliver 

disinfectants to all governorates, and had 

them covered by insurance.   

- Obtained necessary clearances for passage of 

disinfectants through checkpoints.  
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- Established contacts with authorities at 

governorate and district levels to facilitate 

transit of disinfectants to payment sites.  

2 Securing appropriate 

payment sites absorbing 

beneficiaries to ensure 

pursuit of precautionary 

measures.  

- Selected spacious sites of money exchange 

firms as a POS to provide social transfers.  

- Used open places such as premises of schools 

and training institutes as a POS allowing for 

social distancing.  

- Obliged staff in payment sites to wear 

facemasks and gloves.  

3 Beneficiaries rushing to 

payment sites in large 

crowds.   

- Deployed additional staff to organize 

beneficiaries in queues, keeping a safe 

distance in-between.  

- Applied distribution of beneficiaries according 

to numbered cards, with no more than 21 

people per queue.  

4 Beneficiaries being 

incompliant with 

precautionary measures. 

- Distributed awareness messages about Covid-

19 risks to each POS.  

- Assigned staff to oversee social distancing 

(one meter in-between) 

- Hired more than 1,000 medical staff, who 

sterilize beneficiaries before they enter the 

payment site.  

- Hired health supervisors at governorate and 

district levels, and health monitors in each 

payment sites, to oversee compliance with 

precautionary measures.  
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5 Circulation of cash. - Obliged cashiers to use finger wet sponge for 

counting cash money.  

- Placed finger wet sponge in front of cashier 

window for beneficiaries to use when 

counting their entitlements.  

- Promoted use of E-Money (PYes).  

 

Preventive measures adopted by AMB to reduce negative impacts of the 

Coronavirus Pandemic included the following:  

1. Drafted contingency plans and rescheduled installments of loans granted, 

thus extending grace periods up to six months.  

2. Formed an emergency team for crisis management, which played an 

effective role at the beginning of the war, and then during the Coronavirus 

Pandemic.  

3. Increased provision of online financial services and contributed further to 

financial inclusion.  

4. Concentrated further on promising and sustainable sectors in times of crisis, 

whether productive, service or commercial sectors.  

5. Launched a series of awareness campaigns on safety measures with the aim 

of serving the local community in the current context, in cooperation with 

civil society organizations and international NGOs during the distribution of 

assistance and basic commodities.  

6. Strengthened virtual communication with clients through social media 

platforms, which designed special spaces for awareness about Covid-19 and 

its symptoms and posted a list of instructions and guidelines on safety 

measures that have to be pursued for controlling the pandemic.  
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Mobile Banking (PYes)  

Despite the negative impacts of the Coronavirus Pandemic, AMB has perceived 

an increasing turnout for online financial services it launched, thereby increasing 

financial inclusion. The package included new and innovated online banking 

services. In this regard, AMB developed Mobile Banking (PYes), which is an 

electronic account carrying the customer’s phone number. The service is 

performed through an application on smartphones or short text messages on 

button cellphones. PYes App has been largely used since the appearance of the 

first Covid-19 infection in Yemen. The service was also promoted on AMB social 

media platforms, as well as on E-Mail and customer services in all AMB branches. 

Therefore, as many as 17,526 online accounts were opened between January 

and December 2020. A cumulative total of 73,050 online accounts with a 

balance of YR746 billion have so far been opened (until the end of 2020).  

I. Services Provided on PYes App:  

AMB has been keen on making all its financial services accessible to customers 

on cell phone. Accordingly, customers have been able to access financial services 

provided by the Bank, including the following:  
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AMB has been keen on implementing several emergency social transfer 

projects on PYes, thus enabling beneficiaries to access many benefits as 

described below:  

1. Get their entitlements on cellphone, thus avoiding large crowds at payment 

sites.  

2. Buy needs on the app with no need to circulate banknotes.  

3. Social transfer projects are more practical in case of multiple periodic 

payments for beneficiaries.  

4. A beneficiary is able to withdraw cash easily at any of the AMB branches 

or agents spread all over the country at any time, with no need to wait in 

queues.  

5. Beneficiaries’ entitlements are deposited into their accounts that carry their 

own phone numbers.  

6. Beneficiaries receive SMS messages at their own accounts that are linked 

to their phone numbers.  

7. The beneficiary can perform the following transactions:  

a. Cash withdrawal at any AMB branch or agent.  

b. Money transfer (for oneself or another).  

c. Utility bill payment (landline, cellphone, Internet, Water and 

Electricity).  

d. Paying for purchased items at POS.  

II. Electronic Loan Product (E-loan):  

Amid the spread of the Coronavirus in Yemen, which was accompanied by local 

currency liquidity shortage that initially emerged in 2016, lending for small and 

micro enterprises have been suspended given that this service consumes much of 

the liquidity, which takes longer time to recover. Therefore, AMB created e-loan 

that targets SME entrepreneurs who are interested in obtaining additional income 

sources, besides their current enterprises, without interests or charges. So, the 

Bank charges commissions on other entities like telecommunication, water and 
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electricity corporations. It is the first bank offering online lending services, 

capitalizing on the following:  

▪ AMB is the only MFI offering this product among 12 other Microfinance 

Institutions. 

▪ The product is designed to serve small and micro entrepreneurs who are 

not targeted by commercial banks that serve senior traders / businessmen.  

▪ AMB has a large clients base given that it serves 40% of microfinance 

clients. It can provide E-loan product via parallel finance, as it would add 

a new activity to their current business.  

The pilot phase of an E-loan product was initiated by the end of November 2019, 

and the service was officially launched in 2020, and has been further expanded 

during the Covid-19 pandemic with the aim of:  

- Supporting SME entrepreneurs in Yemen.  

- Reducing the use of banknotes that allows for the spread of the Coronavirus 

among clients.  

- Coping with cash liquidity shortage.  

The service was promoted on AMB social media pages, and new clients were 

targeted. Therefore, AMB distributed a total of 6,561 E- loans with a portfolio 

amounting YR450,783,481 between January and December 2020. Key 

advantages of the service are briefly described below:  

1. Free Financing (Without interests / Murabaha), and the Bank gets its 

commission from other entities such as telecommunications, electricity and 

water companies. 

2. Requesting a loan and/or renewal of a loan on mobile phone with no need to 

go to AMB Head Office or branches.  

3. Enabling clients to repay an installment loan on PYes App installed on 

beneficiary’s mobile phone with no need to go to AMB Head Office or 

branches.  
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4.  Installment payment process will be after 3 months and in case the client pay 

back that installment before the required period of re-payment, he could get 

the advantage of using his / her balance frequently without deducting the 

amount deposited. 

5. Clients in rural areas can obtain loans without the need of bank field follow 

up. 

6. It enables the client to obtain new loans in parallel to his existing ones. 

7. Paying utility bills (mobile phone, landline phone, internet, water and 

electricity...etc) online with no need to go to service-provider premises.  

8. Enabling beneficiaries on their cellphones to carry out a variety of financial 

transactions and transfers. 

In Addition to that, E-loan Product won during 2020 international awards from 

many financial institutions in various fields, as stated below:  

▪ Innovators 2020 Award from Global Finance, a magazine in New York. 1 

▪ International Award for Product and Service Innovation for 2020 from the 

London-based Financial Services Forum.2  

▪ Microfinance Product of the Year 2020 From Banking & Finance Magazine.3  

III. Al-Amal Mobily : 

AMB introduced Al-Amal Mobily into the package of services on PYes App for 

the management of current accounts. The service was included in PYes App to 

allow for transfers between current accounts and online accounts, in addition to 

different currency conversions.  

 
1 https://www.gfmag.com/magazine/june-2020/innovators-2020-islamic-finance  
2 https://fsfevents.evessiocloud.com/productserviceinnovationawards2020/en/page/winners-2020  
3 https://d6.asianbankingandfinance.net/co-written-partner/news/asian-banking-finance-awards-holds-first-

ever-digital-awards-presentation  

https://www.gfmag.com/magazine/june-2020/innovators-2020-islamic-finance
https://fsfevents.evessiocloud.com/productserviceinnovationawards2020/en/page/winners-2020
https://d6.asianbankingandfinance.net/co-written-partner/news/asian-banking-finance-awards-holds-first-ever-digital-awards-presentation
https://d6.asianbankingandfinance.net/co-written-partner/news/asian-banking-finance-awards-holds-first-ever-digital-awards-presentation
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AMB created Al-Amal Web (an online system) to enable donor organizations and 

legal entities to manage their own current accounts and access the following 

services: 

▪ Send money to beneficiaries directly on the system, individually or in 

groups.  

▪ Manage transfers (adjust, withhold or release transfers).  

▪ Browse data of transfers, individually or at the project level.  

▪ Monitor payment indicators through screens or reports.  

▪ Browse supporting documents related to payment of all project transfers 

(receipts + ID cards).  

▪ Browse bank account statements of organizations, if any.  

▪ Export all reports to files in Excel or PDF formats.  

 

In view of that, AMB has contributed largely to promoting financial inclusion 

during the Covid-19 Pandemic in 2020. It has created diverse digital and 

electronic solutions, the first of their kind in the microfinance industry, at a time 

many of the MFI activities in Yemen have been halted. This shows the Bank’s 

capacity to cope with all emerging variables and difficult circumstances, as well 

as continue with the provision and diversification of financial services to 

facilitate access and improve quality of services, and reduce cost to a minimum 

by means of Mobile Banking (PYes App) which launched in 2017. Since then, 

PYes App has become a primary platform for delivery of all banking services to 

clients. The bank has spared no effort to make all AMB banking services 

accessible to clients on cellphone. Accordingly, clients can access all AMB 

banking services on cellphone.  
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▪ Al-Amal Online Banking: “An Innovative Solution for Financial 

Inclusion at War”, an essay by Mr. Mohammed Saleh Al-Lai, AMB Chief 

Executive Officer, posted on 8 April 2020: 

https://www.findevgateway.org/ar/blog/2020/04/bnk-alaml-alalktrwny-

hl-mbtkr-llshmwl-almaly-fy-zl-alhrb 

▪ A Study of AMB Preventive Response to the Corona Pandemic during 

Delivery of Humanitarian Assistance, AMB, Sana’a, Yemen, 2020.  

▪ AMB Annual Report 2019, AMB, Sana’a, Yemen, 2020.  

▪ Trad, Jessy, “Covid-19 Pandemic Costs Global Economy $12 trillion”, an 

essay, published on 4 December 2020: Independentarabia.com 

▪ “AMB Experience in E-Money as a Mechanism to Increase Financial 

Inclusion”, a working paper, dated 11 March 2020.   

https://www.findevgateway.org/ar/blog/2020/04/bnk-alaml-alalktrwny-hl-mbtkr-llshmwl-almaly-fy-zl-alhrb
https://www.findevgateway.org/ar/blog/2020/04/bnk-alaml-alalktrwny-hl-mbtkr-llshmwl-almaly-fy-zl-alhrb

